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Brussels Briefing 

18 September 2008—Edition 1 

 

“Ever since I began to compose, I have remained true to my starting principle: not to write a 

page because no matter what public, or what pretty girl wanted it to be thus or thus; but to 

write solely as I myself thought best, and as it gave me pleasure.” 

Felix Mendelssohn, 1843 

 

 

Hello, and welcome to the first edition of Brussels Briefing, ICMP’s brand new newsletter! 

Brussels Briefing has been created to keep our members regularly updated on the most 

important issues and developments within music publishing.  

We hope you find the articles below both interesting and informative, and of course, we 

welcome any feedback you may have. Feel free to send comments, suggestions or ideas for 

topics for future newsletters to sarah.coppens@icmp-ciem.org - your input will help us to keep 

on top of the most important issues from across the music publishing world. 

Our first edition includes news about: 

• ICMP’s new office in Brussels and the people that work there 

• The CISAC case and decision 

• New measures to deal with online file sharing 

• EC initiatives on term extension and co-written works 

• Telecoms Reform within Europe 

• Upcoming meetings 

• Member updates 
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1. Introducing ICMP in Brussels 

ICMP is pleased to announce the recent opening of its Secretariat in Brussels and the 

appointment of new people to co-ordinate and implement the important tasks at hand. 

 

Ger Hatton assumed the role of Secretary General and reports directly to the Board. Ger works 
alongside Sarah Coppens, appointed to the post of Communications Specialist. We are also 

working with Alessandra Silvestro from Cabinet Silvestro, Media and IP Lawyers, Brussels on 

political and legislative affairs at EU and WIPO level.  Jenny Vacher will continue to serve as 

General Counsel. 
 

The creation of a Brussels-based Secretariat and the expansion of ICMP’s core structure is a 

direct response to recommendations from an internal strategic review set up by the Board at its 
Stockholm meeting in June 2007.  

 

The review recognises that the continuing growth and complexity of ICMP’s network calls for 

new people on board with fresh ideas to focus on additional and enhanced services for its 
member organisations. Together with the Board’s expertise, the new Brussels-based team will 

work to develop international and legislative relationships and to “strengthen” ICMP’s role as 

the leading voice and first point of reference for the music publishing industry. 

 
ICMP’s Brussels Secretariat is temporarily housed in serviced offices in Square de Meeûs, 

located in the heart of Brussels’ European district, just down the road from the European 

Parliament and only a few minutes away from the Commission’s various (and sprawling!) 
offices.   

 

Who we are… 

 

Ger Hatton has worked in Strategic Issues Management for the World Bank Group and the 

European Commission (EC). Ger spent ten years as Director of Ogilvy Public Relations 

Worldwide.   
 

Sarah Coppens previously worked in both internal and external communications for Deloitte 

Belgium and with Media Consulta Berlin managing various EC cultural diversity initiatives and 

communication campaigns. Sarah recently co-ordinated the “European Border Breakers 
Awards” 2008 at the MIDEM Fair in Cannes.  

 

Alessandra Silvestro has been practicing EU and International law for more than 18 years as in-

house counsel.  She set up a private practice focusing on intellectual property, media law and 

policy and related matters in 2006.  Her clients include content companies and organisations in 

the music and audio-visual sectors. 

Jenny Vacher remains with us, operating out of Paris, and is now responsible for societal and 

legal matters. 
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2. The CISAC case: how the Commission’s new rules for collecting societies will 

benefit authors  

General background  

On 16 July, the European Commission announced its decision to break up the current system of 

national copyrights management operated by European collecting societies.  

The decision prohibits the reciprocal agreements of national collecting societies in Europe to 

limit the services they offer to authors and commercial users outside their domestic territories. 

Under the current system, authors and commercial users have to negotiate on an individual 

basis with the representative collecting society for every European country in which they seek 

to claim royalties or obtain licenses. 

The Commission’s long-awaited decision has been implemented to ensure that reciprocal 

agreements between collecting societies are not used to create artificial barriers to the 

provision of music across borders. Specifically, the Commission's decision prohibits two 

separate terms in the agreements. 

The first, designed to benefit composers and lyricists, refers to the “membership clause”. This 

term currently restricts authors from choosing or moving to another collection society. Under 
the new rules, the “membership clause” is prohibited and authors can opt for whichever 

collecting society they feel offers the best service and value for money.  

 
The second, designed to improve conditions for cross-border music broadcasting by Internet, 

cable and satellite, refers to the “exclusivity clause”. This term deals with the practise of 

collecting societies only authorising other collecting societies to use their repertoire on a given 

territory on an exclusive basis. Under the new rules, the “exclusivity clause” is prohibited and 
broadcasting companies can obtain multi-territorial licenses for Europe from one collecting 

society. 

 

The Commission’s decision is the result of an investigation that was opened six years ago 

following formal complaints by broadcasting group RTL and Music Choice, a UK online music 

provider. Both companies faced similar problems in securing multi-territorial licenses for their 

content, instead having to enter negotiations with all 24 individual European collecting 

societies. 

How do music authors and publishers stand to benefit?   

Authors deserve the best quality service from collecting societies in terms of the fair and 

efficient management of their public performance rights. Under the new ruling, collecting 

societies in Europe will be required to compete to attract and retain authors. This will shift the 
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focus within the industry to one that serves both the interests of European collecting societies 
and those of the music authors and publishers.  

The Commission’s recognition of music authors’ interests is also evident in its decision not to 
fine collecting societies that have already made infringements - their position being that the 

funds of collecting societies ultimately belong to the authors themselves. 

 

How does the decision affect cultural diversity in Europe?  

ICMP believes that the new ruling has no adverse effect on cultural diversity in the music 

sector, neither in terms of authors’ revenues nor in terms of impact on local repertoires 

(including for smaller countries).  

 
On the contrary, cultural diversity is likely to be increased because as collecting societies 

become more efficient, small or less famous authors will receive more in terms of royalties. 

Furthermore, local repertoires will not be weakened because the decision does not affect the 

integrity of the reciprocal representation agreements system as such, it simply prohibits any co-

ordination between collecting societies that would amount to a systematic exclusivity deal 

along national territorial lines. 

Rights holders and publishers versus collecting societies 

There is no doubt that the Commission’s new ruling has created significant debate in the 

collecting society and music publishing sector, with key players coming down on both sides of 

the argument.  

ICMP’s position is clear: as members and occasional Board members of collecting societies, we 

fully support collective rights management. We acknowledge the role that collecting societies 

play in ensuring that composers receive royalties when their work is used, and will continue to 

work with societies to build on recent progress in the area of copyright administration.   

“PRS welcomes fair and healthy competition for members across Europe and we look forward to 

working with all collection societies in the future to provide the best possible service to 

songwriters and music publishers”, said Karen Buse from the UK’s collecting society, MCPS-PRS 

Alliance. 

What happens next? 

All 24 collecting societies have to revise the new measures within 120 days. ICMP will closely 

follow the impact of the decision and keep its members updated on how collecting societies 

apply the measures in forthcoming newsletters. For further information, please feel free to 

contact the Brussels Secretariat. 
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3. Online file sharing: a step in the right direction 

The international music industry has been calling for concrete steps to help protect online 

content for several years now. In November 2007, the Olivennes initiative (http://

www.armt.fr/spip.php?article70) was considered a big breakthrough in the complex issue of 

online music usage, helping to generate positive recent co-operations between European 

Governments and national Internet Service Providers (ISPs). 

Of all European countries, though, it certainly looks like the UK is leading the way at this stage. 

On 24 July, a Memorandum of Understanding was signed by the UK Government, the British 

Phonographic Industry (PBI) and the six biggest UK ISPs, representing the acknowledgement of 

these ISPs of their crucial role in tackling illegal file sharing and downloading.  In brief, this 

world-first solution contains an agreement for ISPs to deal with unlawful file sharing and 

downloading by communicating with frequent offenders through warning letters.  

In France, the same legislation is being processed through government while discussions – even 

if at a much more preliminary stage - are in progress in Australia, Hong Kong, Korea, New 

Zealand and Japan.   

Although the signing of the Memorandum in the UK and the consultations in various countries 

represents a significant step in the right direction, the real work is only just starting. However, 

what is widely accepted now is that the role of ISPs in educating their customers and stopping 

infringement on their networks is crucial.  

ICMP is currently liaising and building up support with IFPI and other interested parties from 

across the music sector and creative industries to address online infringements.  At this stage, it 

is extremely important to ensure consistency of key messages internationally and gather the 

support of “big names” from the music industry.  

Ralph Peer II, Vice President of ICMP and Chairman and CEO of independent music publisher 

peermusic stated:  

“The internet has created great opportunities for composers and songwriters, but also led to a 

flood of unauthorised music which undermines the right of creators to be rewarded for their 

works.  This is a substantial problem that affects people right across the music sector and other 

creative industries. There is a solution available by engaging ISPs to help protect creative 

content and limit large-scale infringements that are happening on their networks. It is clear that 

the role of ISPs in this area is now beginning to be recognised by Governments. We welcome the 

leadership of the French government and we look for rapid progress towards a solution, both in 

France and elsewhere, in the coming months.” 
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4. Ongoing matters: EC initiatives on term extension and co-written works 

The European Commission recently announced the agreement of two new initiatives in the area 

of music copyright. 

The first deals with term extension and looks to bring the copyright term for performers into 

line with that currently applicable to authors. The aim of the initiative is to bridge the income 

gap that performers often face towards the end of their lives by extending the term of 

protection for recorded performances (and the record itself) from 50 to 95 years.  

The Commission’s second initiative, to harmonise the copyright term that applies to co-written 

musical compositions, is also of considerable importance to publishers. Where a composition 

contains the contributions of several authors, the Commission is proposing a uniform term of 

copyright protection that would expire 70 years after the death of the last surviving music 

author. 

ICMP and many other interested parties such as IMPA, GESAC and IFPI support the 

Commission’s proposals, especially the harmonisation of joint works, and have been working on 

achieving these benefits for composers and the publishing community for several years.  

However, a European consensus has not yet been achieved and concerns have been voiced, 

particularly from within the UK.   

On 25 September the European Commission will recommend the proposal of term extension to 

the EU Council of Ministers.  ICMP will be actively supporting the legislation as it goes through 

Parliament and Council. 

 

5. Ongoing matters: Telecom Package Reform 

An informal rights holders’ representative group spearheaded by Alessandra Silvestro (the 

creative industries “coalition”) in Brussels has met recently with the European Commission DG 

Information Society and Media (DG INFSO) to ensure that the needs and concerns of the rights 

holders’ community are taken into consideration when upcoming reforms to EU telecoms rules 

are adopted. 

The reforms are designed to reinforce competition and investment and to create a Single 

Telecoms Market in the EU with cross-border services and wireless high-speed broadband. They 

could have significant consequences for rights holders and publishers operating in Europe, and 

as such the “coalition” is pushing to be heard before final changes to the legislation are made. 

Over the past weeks, it has sent letters to relevant Commissioners, met with many MEPs to 
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gather support for amendments, visited with relevant Diplomatic Corps representatives and 

held consultations with high-ranking Commission officials.  

At their meeting last week with DG INFSO, the “coalition” raised the following issues: 

• copyright hooks that recognise the need to promote lawful content and protect 

copyright across networks and infrastructures 

• the need for ISP co-operation 

• data protection   

• technical solutions including filtering   

The Commission indicated during the meeting that it is generally in favour of all four points and 

will make sure that the interests of rights holders are considered in the new reforms. The 

Commission also recommended that the best possible way forward for the “coalition” was to 

continue its outreach programme to Culture Ministers at a national level to avoid any danger of 

a ‘top-down’ approach. 

The European Parliament’s (EP) industry committees voted on amendments to the reforms on 

7th July.  A further vote will be made by the EP plenary on 23rd September with the potential for 

a political agreement by the end of this year.  

 

6. ICMP meetings 

ICMP meetings in Paris 

ICMP’s next Pop, Serious and General meetings will take place on 5th November from 12.00pm 

(midday) until 5.00pm. In the evening there will be a dinner hosted by the French MPA.   

The ICMP Board meeting will take place the next day on 6th November from 9.00am until 

2.00pm. All meetings will be held in the SACEM building close to La Défense.  Many ICMP 

members have already confirmed their attendance. A detailed programme will follow but 

please book your flights to arrive in Paris in the morning of 5th November.  In case you need 

practical information regarding hotels, contact Sarah Coppens at sarah.coppens@icmp-

ciem.org  

Secretariat meetings 

11
th

 September: 

Ger Hatton and Sarah Coppens met with MIDEM’s conference team in Paris to discuss ICMP’s 
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participation at MIDEM 2009.  As music publishing will be a core theme, a one-day publishing 

summit will be organised in association with ICMP.  We are currently collaborating with the 

MIDEM team to define the platform, topics, speakers, etc.  You will read more about the 

summit in the forthcoming newsletters. 

 

16
th

 September:   

Jill Galanakis from NORM in South Africa, who is currently in London for meetings, was 

supposed to visit us in Brussels but regrettably couldn’t make it due to last week’s fire in the 

Eurostar tunnel.  

 

17
th

- 19
th

 September: 

Nicolas Galibert will participate in the workshop at the Creative Content Online Conference 

organised by the French Presidency.  The discussion called “Vers une Gestion Européenne des 

Droits” (“Towards a European Rights Management”) will be moderated by Alessandra Silvestro 

and Bernard Myet, President of GESAC.  

 

18
th

 September:   

Ger Hatton will attend the Board Meeting of the MPA in London. 

 

25
th

 September:   

Ger Hatton will speak about ICMP and EU issues at the 9th Central and Eastern European Music 

Publishers Convention in Vienna. 

 

30
th

 September:   

Jens Bammel, Secretary General of the International Publishers Association, will visit 

the Brussels Secretariat. 

 

28
th

 and 29
th

 October:  

Sarah Coppens will attend the Induction Course organised by the UK’s MPA in London. 

 

7. Member updates 

Ireland: combating DVD piracy 

On 3rd September, the Irish Government launched an interdepartmental report introducing 

measures to combat DVD piracy in Ireland. Led by the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 

Reform, Mr. Dermot Ahern T.D, the report aims to safeguard the viability of the Irish film and 

entertainment industry that the government believes is suffering at the hands of DVD pirates. 
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The report lays out recommendations for a dedicated national and regional co-ordination 

structure to be established. This structure, the ‘Enforcement Contact Group’, will see industry 

groups such as INFACT working closely alongside government agencies and the Gardaí (Irish 

Police Force) to tackle DVD piracy in Ireland. 

Speaking at the launch, the Minister said: “Working together in a new Enforcement Contact 

Group, under the direction of the National Bureau of Criminal Investigation, all of the agencies 

of the State will be able to pool resources and tactics, while benefiting from industry 

enforcement expertise, so as to disrupt and prosecute these criminals.” 

The report also highlights the need to raise awareness about the negative impact of piracy 

amongst the judiciary and public generally, with industry being encouraged to invest further in 

public education, security measures and pricing policy. 

New affiliations in process:  

We take this opportunity to extend a warm welcome to Brazil (ASSOCIAÇÃO BRASILEIRA DE 

EDITORAS REUNIDAS - ABER) and Greece (Music Publishing Association - MPA). 

More from both in the next edition of Brussels Briefing. 

Two other organisations have expressed interest in joining: Turkey and Serbia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This newsletter may contain links to websites that are created and maintained by other organisations. ICMP does not 

necessarily endorse the views expressed on these websites, nor does it guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any 

information presented there. The content and opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the represented 

companies and are not necessarily shared by the publisher of this publication. 


